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THE MYTHICAL AND THE MYSTICAL SHRINE OF
AGNES.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.
To-day being St. Agnes'sday (21 Januarj') I repaired
to her ancient church, a mile and a half out of Rome.
Of all the saints Agnes is—next to the apostles and
evangelists—the earliest and, I think, the most inter-
esting to a student of Christian Mythology. She is
now, and for over a thousand years has been, repre-
sented with a lamb beside her ; but this is onomato-
poetic—developed from her name, the Latin for lamb,
{agnus). The earlier representations of her (third cen-
tury) show no lamb. The lamb is traditionally ac-
counted for by the story that after her martyrdom
(under Diocletian) on the spot where her church (out-
side the walls) stands, she appeared to her parents
with a lamb, and a multitude of Virgins, saying : "I
am in heaven, with these virgins for my companions,
and near Him whom I so loved." The antiquity of
her statue in this church is proved by the lamb's ab-
sence ; it is of alabaster, but the head is modern. I
was standing beside Lord Ronald Gower, who has
travelled in the East, and he exclaimed : "How like an
Indian goddess ! " I have a suspicion that the ancient
head was removed because it was pagan. The legend
of Agnes suggests that Diana and her stag were sup-
planted by Agnes and her lamb. Both were the special
representatives of chastity. Actason was changed into
a stag and torn by his dogs for having accidentally
seen Diana bathing. The soldiers who stripped Agnes
were confounded, and dared not lift their eyes.
This exposure of Agnes is ascribed to the spot where
her church stands inside Rome. This extra-mural
church is the most ancient. It was founded by Con-
stantine himself, at the request of his daughter, Con-
stantia. Within the same grounds is the round Mau-
soleum erected by the same emperor for his daughters,
Constantia and Helena. In 1250 it was converted into
the church of Saint Constanza, in honor of the Princess
Constantia, whose life was not saintly, and whose ca-
nonization is supposed to be the result of her confusion
with a nun of the same name.
Thirty-five years ago the Pope (Pius IX.) came out
here for a grand ceremonial with his cardinals and
officers. They were in an upper hall when the floor
gave way and they were all precipitated into a cellar.
The Pope was not hurt, and as a thank-offering had a
huge fresco painted. It possesses some value for its
portraits,—that of the late Pope (whom I once saw)
being good, though it represents him in an attitudi-
nizing posture which is comic. But as a work of art
it is in impressive contrast with, the ancient frescoes
and mozaics, made when the Church of Rome really
included the foremost intellect and art of the world.
These country-folk will never see their Holy Father in
the flesh again ; the days of papal pageants are past.
That, however, may prove an advantage to the Church,
as they say the Grand Llama's invisibility is what
keeps his worshipers in awe of him. There are few
deities that can afford to be seen. Nineteenth century
daylight is especially searching.
The spectacle of this morning was the blessing and
purification of two new-born lambs on the altar of St.
Agnes, and at the feet of her alabaster image. De-
scending the long flight of stairs to the subterranean
chapel and shrine, I found it well filled—chiefly, as on
other pious spectacular occasions here, by English and
American tourists, who stand upright, guide-book in
hand, and bend not before the elevated host or any-
thing else. The Cardinal's benediction had to go over
their staring faces to the lowly Catholics of the (pit—
I
was near saying) lower part of the room, in their rustic
dress. There was an hour of wonderful singing,
—
the fine soprano part, delicate as if sung by Patti. pro-
ceeding from a mustached man of forty years.
Before the altar there is much to do with the Car-
dinal,—a low fat man. Every church is under the
patronage of some particular Cardinal, who visits it
on its annual festival. When he comes his regular
cardinal-robes are removed, in presence of the assem-
bly, and the special robe, relating to this particular
church, put on him. His mitre receives much atten-
tion ; today it was taken off and put on again—never
by his own hands—a dozen times. He prepares a
chalice and drinks it in our behalf, so that we are in
no danger of drinking to ourselves damnation, as Paul
says, by reason of our unworthiness. During these
performances six little boys, clothed in white, march
up the aisle, each bearing a Trinitarian candle,—three
candles in one, with three flames at the top—these
candles being as long as the boys. They stand outside
the altar railing for a time, then depart ; and soon
after the lambs are carried up and deposited on the
altar. The two little creatures are lying in a low
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basket-tray, being quite visible. They are decked out
in pink ribands, and, being small and still, seem to
have come from a toy-shop. It is said that they a:e
previously given wine to keep them quiet. One of
them continued to lie still, as if dead, but the other
stirred vigorously, and when the mustached soprano
was on one of his soaring solos a bleating antiphon
responded from the altar, and was kept up. This
caused general laughter. The Cardinal prayed over
the lambs, sprinkled them with holy vsfater, and they
were taken out through an aisle of eager spectators.
These lambs are sent by the chapter of Saint John
Laterau. After remo.val from the altar they are en-
trusted to the nuns of this St. Agnes monastery, who
nourish them carefully. At a certain period they will
be shorn, and the wool sent to the Vatican ; there it
will be placed in an urn and deposited on the tomb of
St. Peter. After a time it will be taken out and woven
into a pallium for the Pope. The pallium is the erh-
blem of episcopal jurisdiction. Such innocent lambs
have long been sending their snowy fleece to sanction
papal authorit}'. No wonder the little creatures bleat
their protest. In the afternoon I went to the intra-
mural church of St. Agnes, where the grand papal
choir sang the famous " Jesu Corona Virginum." I
was rather surprised on observing that in this church,
built on the spot where the miracle attesting the chas-
tity of Agnes was wrought, some of the frescoes are
notable for classic nudity. It is that miracle which
makes the chief legendary interest of Agnes. It is
said that this aristocratic maiden refused to espouse
a pagan prince, not only because he was- pagan, but
because she was already espoused to Jesus. His son
having wooed in vain, the emperor resolved to try
what torture would do to detach her from her heavenly
bridegroom. No fetters were found small enough for
her delicate limbs, but she did not shrink from the
ordeal. She was made to pass through fire. Amid
the flames she made the sign of the cross, and the
flames parted : she passed through not only unharmed
but purified. (She was afterwards slain, because mar-
tyrdom is normally necessary for canonization.) Then
the soldiers were ordered to strip her naked', but, as
was said above, the soldiers were confounded and
could not lift their eyes. When they did, they saw
Agnes completely clothed by her hair, which had mi-
raculously grown. There is, in the vault beneath the
church, where this is said to have occurred, a repre-
sentation of Agnes so clothed with her hair and driven
by soldiers. Many years ago, when 1 first saw this, I
recognized at once the prototype of Lady Godiva,
who rode through Coventry naked. She had petitioned
her husband, the Lord of Coventry, to remove an op-
pressive tax from the citizens, and he idly answered,
" I will do it when you go naked through the streets
of Coventry ! " It was done, as readers of Tennyson's
beautiful poem know, and her Lord, Coventry's Earl,
stood by his light word. The tax was removed. For
many years Coventry had an annual " show " in honor
of Lady Godiva. Twenty- seven years ago I witnessed
the procession—now I believe discontinued. The
mounted Lady Godiva was a model from the royal
academy. She rode on a milk-white steed (reminis-
cence of the spotless lamb). She wore ' fleshes,'
which the modern age insisted on, and ample artifi-
cial tresses, falling nearly to her knees. It was strange
enough to see this far-off outcome of St. Agnes—orig-
inally a display of nudity, and still an exposure of
form. St. Agnes was a favorite in England, in Cath-
olic times, though not particularly associated with
chastit)'. It is said that even now, in Yorkshire, peas-
ant maidens believe that if, for twenty-four hours,
they taste nothing but pure spring water, they can
invoke St. Agnes. Their rune is :
" St. Agnes be a friend to me,
In the boon I ask of thee,
Let me 'this night my future husband see. '
'
For this vision the maiden must go out into some
solitary place and take off all her garments. The an-
cient chroniclers are particularly careful in relating that
Lady Godiva was clothed by her long hair, though
there is no intimation that there was any miracle in
the case. For Godiva is not a pious figure. She is
the brave Englishwoman, and represents the seculari-
zation of St. Agnes. The soldiers, unable to look on
Agnes, are now "Peeping Tom," struck blind for
looking at Godiva. The saint incurred exposure for
her heavenly Lord, Godiva for the good of a town.
This is practical England's addition to the legend of
St. Agnes. The Roman Saint is represented by a race
of nuns ; the English Countess by those English-
women of to-day who allow no prudery to prevent their
doing service among rude and coarse people, or dis-
cussing freely the most delicate questions of moral re-
form. I remember that when some member of Parlia-
ment rebuked the women who were writing openly on
the subject of prostitution, Harriet Martineau an- •
swered him : " Englishwomen remember Godiva, and
will do their duty ! "
The "Godiva Show " at Coventry was, I believe,
a relic from the old "Coventry Mysteries." Among
those " Mysteries " was one of Adam and Eve. Such
were the manners of the time that personators of the
first pair came on the stage naked. When this relig-
ous scandal was suppressed, there was probably an
attempt to substitute some secular spectacle that
would continue to draw crowds to the inns of Coven-
try. In looking over Coventry's annals, I found that
Godiva's name was anciently (sometimes) spelt Good
Eve. This seems a substitution of a good Eve for the
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Eve who brought sin and death. It is doubtful whether
there is any historical basis for the legend of Lady
Godiva. She is probably the English counterpart of
St. Agnes, and her name a relic of Eve. Beginning
as the patroness of an exhibition of nudity, which de-
manded sanction, Godiva was invested with the con-
secration of nude Eve and Agnes, as the latter had in-
herited that of Diana. From such rude forms were
gradually evolved refined and poetic conceptions. So
far as the world knows, such evolution does not take
place at Rome. An Italian friend tells me that if
all the old convent chests were searched, a great
many m3'stical, poetical, and rational interpretations of
Catholic legends would be found,—written by priests
who feel compelled to hide them. But I doubt this.
Familiarity with such things, where attended by un-
belief, is apt to breed contempt. England has al-
ways been the cemetery of superstitions ; they are
buried by scholars and revived by poets. As Ten-
nyson has made Lady Godiva on her steed into a
poetic ponstellation, so Spenser, long before, made St.
Agnes into a fairy-tale, which is also an allegory. In
the "Fairy Queen" St. Agnes appears under the name
of Una, attended by her snow-white lamb. And it is
in Una's equal command over the Lion that the secret
of this Agnes myth is held. For this gentle lamb-
like maiden-, so delicate that she could feel a doubled
roseleaf in her couch, yet whom imperial fetters could
not bind, nor flames burn, is type of innocence subdu-
ing brute power. This is the power of the lamb, as
it appeared in the dream of the wretched in their
Ghetto, or of those who took refuge in the catacomb
of St. Agnes, and scrawled there a picture of the Good
Shepherd bearing a lamb. The dream was ideally
fulfilled when Constantine brought Roman power to
kneel at the feet of Agnes and her lamb. This is Una
on her Lion, her power over which is derived from
her lamb's innocence. She weaves from its snow-pure
fleece an invisible pallium of jurisdiction over the
Lion. If the present pope "Leo"—who looks more
lamb-like than leonine, when he gets his next pallium
from the lambs—could only take to heart the evolution
of Agnes and her lamb into Una with her lion, per-
haps " Leo" and the lamb might lie down together in
the sunset, presaging the dawn of a more peaceful age.
THE ORIGIN OF REASON.*
BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M.A. (OXON).
DARWIN AND WALLACE ON THE LIMITS OF THE THEORY OF
EVOLUTION.
Thirty years have now passed since the publication
of the Origin of Species. If it were possible to regard
any one work as creating a new order of knowledge
;
* The essay is a revised edition, with alterations and additions, of certain
articles in The Scottish Review, to the Editor of which the author makes his
best acknowledgements
London, i8go.
if knowledge, that is to say, were not of slow forma-
tion,—and how many great intellects were busy with
the theory of evolution before the author of the Origin
of S/'eeies placed it upon a scientific basis,—we might
assert that the appearance of that celebrated work
created a new era in the history of science, the era
dominated by the ideas of Mr. Darwin. For the gen-
eration which listened with incredulous ears, nay,
even with distrust and suspicion, to the theory of evolu-
tion in the form in which it was then for the first time
propounded, has given place to one which almost re-
fuses a hearing to any other theory, wherever this one
will explain some of the facts ; a change of opinion so
complete as to call to mind, as the only parallel, the
passage from the Ptolemaic to the Copernican system.
And just as that transformation of the science of as-
tronomy gave birth to new ideas in other departments
of thought, so the theory of evolution has opened up
many fresh possibilities beyond the sphere of natural
history ; and the generation which has grown up under
the influence of Mr. Darwin's ideas, has seen the effects
of that famous change in the conception of organic
nature spreading, not slowly, but by leaps and bounds,
into almost the whole field of science ; so that evolu-
tion has become as it were, the very sap in many a
fruitful branch of human knowledge.
As to the truth of that theory and the widespread
appreciation of its truth, there is the eloquent fact
that even outside the boundaries of natural science,
hardly a single system of organized knowledge has
been left uninfluenced or unaffected by the power
and range of its teaching : even the violent opposition
offered on the score of religion to the main doctrine of
the origin of species in natural selection has so entirely
melted away, that theology now professes to find a
powerful ally where she had formerly seen nothing
but a dangerous foe, recognizing in this idea of a
gradual evolution through untold ages a conception
still more appropriately worthy of a divine power than
the separate activity of a multitude of special crea-
tions. Sociology and ethics have long been brought
into familiar relations with the last results of natural
science; and here, too, the evolutionary principle has
come to be looked upon as the breath of life. A theory
with such extensive ramifications, weighed and tested
in so many varied spheres, might indeed be thought
to possess no limits, to afford a sure and certain basis
of explanation for any and every system of knowledge,
to the nature of which it could possibly be applied.
It might also with some show of reason be presumed
that in an hypothesis so successful, so generally
adopted, and so wide a range, no questions of serious
importance could still remain unsolved, and that no
disagreement as to the method of its working could be
any longer entertained.
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It would be going too far to assert this, or to say
that the truth of the evolution-theory is universally
accepted; still, most if not all of the leaders of scien-
tific opinion embrace the theory in its general outlines
as a demonstrated law of nature. But even at the
present time, that is, even a whole generation after the
theory has been promulgated, and in spite of the wide-
reaching acceptance with which it has met, a very
slight knowledge of the latest scientific writing reveals
the existence of serious differences of view as to the
precise means by which the progress of evolution is
brought about. One or two of these find their expo-
nent in Mr. A. R. Wallace, who may justly claim the
honor of being a fellow-founder with Darwin of the
general theory he has consistently maintained, and
was indeed for a long time quite alone in maintaining,
that in the whole order of nature in the organic world,
(with one most important exception, to be afterwards
noticed at length,) natural selection, or the survival of
the fittest, is almost the exclusive means in the process
of evolution ; and that certain other agencies, such as
heredity, sexual selection, use and disuse, which Mr.
Darwin regarded as playing a definite part in the pro-
cess, exist indeed, but are strictly subordinate to the
general law. A recital of Mr. Wallace's arguments,
set forth with great lucidity and abundance of example,
appears in his recently published work, to which, in
magnanimous disregard of his own intimate connec-
tion with the theory, he gives the sole title oiDarwin-
ism, because he is convinced that to whatever degree
his own views may differ from some of his colleagues',
his whole work is nothing if not illustrative of the
overwhelming importance of the theory of natural se-
lection, a theorj' permanently associated with Mr.
Darwin's name.*
Again, Mr. G. J. Romanes has put forward a sug-
gestion of his own in relation to the infertility or sterility
characteristic of hybrids ; and on this subject Mr.
Darwin and Mr. Wallace are also committed to differ-
ent opinions. The bare enumeration of these points
will serve to indicate the nature and extent of those
divergent views which, even within the limits to which
the Origin of Species applied, still remain unreconciled
among professed advocates of the theory of evolution
;
although within those limits it is a matter of general
consent that the existerice of various opinions does
nothing to discredit the main hypothesis.
But in insisting on the agreement which prevails
within those limits, it should be remembered what the
limits are. In the Origin of Species Mr. Darwin did
not attempt to apply his hypothesis to an explanation
of any deeper problem than that which is presented
by the structural differences in the world of plants and
* Dartv!nism.hy Alfred Russel Wallace, LL.D., F.L.S. London : Mac-
millan & Co. 1889.
animals. To unravel the mysteries of man's mental
and moral endowment formed no part of that problem. *
Although at the time at which the Origin of Species
was published, Mr. Darwin expressly passed by the
problem of the human faculty, he afterwards gave full
expression to his well-known views in the Descent of
Man, a work not indeed so epoch-making as the Origin
of Species, but perhaps in general estimation more im-
portant from the very human interest of the question
at issue. The origin of the human mind, the source
of all mankind's possessions in civilization, in culture,
in art and sciences, the seat of all appreciation of re-
ligious and moral truth,—what problem could be more
earnest, more engrossing, than this ? And in view of
the conditions of the inquiry—mind considering its
own origin, and that origin, too, under circumstances
of which no trace or record is left—what problem
could appear, it might be asked, more insoluble? If,
then, at the ver}' outset the question seemed to admit
of no answer, why, it might be further asked, should
we hesitate to confess our ignorance, or to take refuge
in one of those poetical myths which ascribe what is
by human reason inexplicable to the agency of some
unseen and unknown power?
Objections and considerations of this kind have
little influence with the scientific temperament, and
the triumphant progress of the principle of evolution
has long ago reached and attacked this the last strong-
hold of its opponents. Even those who fully admit
the truth and efficacy of evolution as applied to the
genesis of the physical organism of man,—the highest
and most perfectly developed of all animals,—and
who, when mind is once given, find the explanation
of its growth to rest once more upon a similar law of
development, pause at the question of the origin of
man's distinguishing faculty, and deny the adequacy
of any process of evolution to. explain the genesis of
mind.
The problem has given rise to radical and uncom-
promising difference of opinion. Mr. Wallace, for ex-
ample, in the eloquent conclusion to his recent work,
remarks -that the Darwinian theory 'shows us how
man's body may have been developed from that of a
lower animal form under the law of natural selection
;
but it also teaches us that we possess intellectual and
moral faculties which could not have been so de-
veloped, but must have had another origin ; and for
this origin we can only find an adequate cause in the
unseen universe of Spirit.' * This is the final convic-
tion of an honest and independent investigator of
scientific truth, and it is worth while to examine in
brief the reasons which he gives for arriving at this
opinion ; more particularly because the considerations
brought to bear on the problem by Mr. Wallace are of
* C:. Origin 0/ Sficci,-!. 6: h edition, chap. viii.
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a different nature from those which generally figure
in the philosophic and scientific writing of the day.*
The argument which underlies most of the reason-
ing of those who essay to prove that man's intellectual
and moral faculties have been developed by modifica-
tion from the lower animals, is at bottom an argument
from analogy. If the physical organism of man has
been admittedly developed from that of a lower animal
by a process of natural selection alone, the argument
from analogy boldly seeks to show that if the highest
brutes and the lowest savages exhibit a continuity of
intellectual development, this development must have
proceeded f'ari passu with the ph}'sical evolution, and
be occasioned by the same cause, that is to say, be
also brought about exclusively by natural selection.
This, as Mr. Wallace points out, is a very dangerous
method of reasoning ; it assumes ' without proof or
against independent evidence, that the later stages of
an apparently continuous development are necessarily
due to the same causes onl}' as the earlier stages ' :
and, as there is ample evidence to prove in the case
of man's intellectual facult)', certain manifestations of
it are of such a nature that they could not possibly
have owed their origin to the method of natural selec-
tion. To take the mathematical, musical, and artistic
faculties as examples : Mr. Wallace argues that none
of them can have been produced by natural selection,
for the simple reason, that natural selection acts by
life and death, and by the survival of the fittest out of
a multitude of variations engaged in the struggle for
existence ; a process of development which cannot be
made to account for the sudden appearance of those
faculties in individuals, an appearance sporadic in its
character, subject to no law that is known to us, and
exhibiting peculiarities the very reverse of those which
govern an}' process of evolution. At all events, of any
of these faculties, so distinctly human in their nature,
it is impossible, as Mr. Wallace asserts, ' to trace any
connection between its possession and survival in the
struggle for existence.'
And further, in those powers which mankind shares
with other animals the amount of variations presented
keeps within limits common to both ; or, what is the
same thing differently expressed, there is a similar
level of development alike in brutes and men, in so
far as their common endowments are concerned. But
in the case of the distinctive faculties of man, it is
only here and there that eminence is attained, and the
difference of level between the few who attain it and
the average man is such as far exceeds any conceivable
limits of variation. The language of ordinary life testifies
to this absence of all common measurement by calling
tlie eminent person ' an inspired or heavenly genius ';
and still no one seriously doubts that the facult}- which
* Wallace, loc. cit. p. 498.
is SO wonderful in its productions differs in anything
but degree from that which prevails amongst men in
general. Faculties, therefore, which are apparently
lawless in their appearance, and at the same time so
far surpass the average as to be out of all proportion
to it, must owe their origin to some source other than
natural selection, and cannot be explained by its
method. The greater eminence these faculties attain,
the more distinctly human they are, the more they
show their essential difference from those animal fa-
culties, for the development of which natural selection
offers a complete explanation.
Man's mental faculties, then, says Mr. Wallace,
cannot have been derived exclusively from his animal
progenitors. Some new influence must have super-
vened at the birth of inti-llcct, just as a new force must
have come into play at two other stages in the course
of evolution, at the appearance of vHality, the change
from inorganic to organic nature, and at the dawn of
consciousness, when the organism became charged with
sensation. ' Those who admit,' concludes Mr. Wal-
lace, 'my interpretation of the evidence now adduced
—strictly scientific evidence in its appeal to facts
which are clearly what ought not to be on the mate-
rialistic theory—will be able to accept the spiritual
nature of man as not in any way inconsistent with the
theory of evolution, but as dependent on those fun-
damental laws and causes which furnish the very mate-
rials for evolution to work with.' *
The hypothesis of a spiritual agency supervening
at the dawn of mind—which Mr. Wallace calls scien-
tific because no other so adequately explains the facts
—is a resolution of the difficult}' in its very nature un-
satisfactory to the ardent student of nature. Such an
hypothesis, it will be said at once, savors too much
of the old theology, the theology which set itself up
against Galileo, for instance ; it is too dangerously of
a piece with those dogmatic assurances of religion,
which have at all times been inimical to the spread of
scientific truth. In other words, this sort of theory
provides us with a mystical and not a real explana-
tion ; it is a statement of events more akin to legend
than to sober histor}'. Well, be it so. As an explana-
tion, say its adherents, it is not on that account the
less rational, so long as the alleged real explanation,
which is after all also an hypothesis, can be shown to
be insufficient to throw light upon the facts. Call it,
if 3'ou will, a confession of ignorance, a provisional
suspense of judgment ; it is nevertheless the creed
that must be held to, the hypothesis that must be
accepted, until we are fortunate enough to be pre-
sented with a better. If the theory of a perfectly con-
tinous evolution were more adequate than this, that
is, if it explained more of the facts, we, who at present
* Wallace, loc. cit., p. 476.
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hesitate, would gladly embrace it as another step on
the road from ignorance to knowledge.
This difference of opinion, this reluctance to ac-
quiesce in evolution as applicable to the genesis of
mind, is at present very far from disappearing. In the
next section we will consider in what the alternative
consists, and how far, even in its latest phase, it is a
valid hypothesis.
THE SOURCES OF THE EDDA.*
BY ALBERT H. GUNLOGSEN.
In a recent number of the German Ethnological
Monthly ^'Am Urds Brunncn"—at the well of Urd
—
among sundry topics relating to the folk-lore of Ger-
many and of the Slav populations, we particularly
notice an article over the signature Sz., entitled Die
Qucllen dcr Edda. The author undertakes the hercu-
lean task of following up the historical sources of the
Edda. "A careful study," he says, " must soon con-
vince us, that all the minor lays of the Edda, for ex-
ample, the lays of Thrym, Harbard, Volund, and the
lay of Fjolsvinnr, are entirely made up of Roman my-
thology. In the lay of Thrym we discover the legend
of Prometheus ; in the lay of Harbard, the labors of
Hercules ; in the lay of Volund, the legend of Vulcan;
and in the lay of Fjolsvinnr, the fable of Amor and
Psyche, as told by Apuleius. The classic names
themselves are found translated and paraphrased in
the Eddie poems." Sz. claims to be able to trace
back the Latin source of the Edda,—that is, of the
above-mentioned minor lays of the Edda,—and the
extraordinary vicissitudes of the Latin manuscripts
themselves, from which they had been derived.
"The alleged historical facts upon which Sz. con-
structs his theory of the origin of the Edda, will be
regarded by many as an interesting contribution to
the already existing vast literature of Eddie criticism.
On the present occasion it will suffice, without further
comment, to pass in review the alleged facts them-
selves ; the more so, as the outhor of that article en-
tirely overlooks the primeval condition of the Asic
worship, as known to have existed in Scandinavia long
before the discovery and settlement of Iceland.
Sz. regrets, " that we possess no catalogue of the
Latin manuscripts that Icelandic travelers and eccle-
siastics of the eleventh and twelfth century brought
with them to Iceland from different lands ; but, on the
other hand, we know that Icelandic pilgrimages to
Rome frequently took place in the eleventh century,
and that such a one admittedly had been accomplished
by the learned Saemund Sigfusson, to whom, or to
*Conf. Die QucllcH dcr EMa in the E;hnolo|>ical Montlily, Am Urds-
Brimncn — Mittlieilungen fiir Frcunde volkstliiimliclL-wissenscha/tlicher
Kiinde. No. ii, Band 6. H. Carstens, Dahrenwiirtli. The name of this pe-
riodical has recently been changed.
whose school at Oddi, is constantly attributed the
authorship of the Eddie lays. Ari Thorgilsson (born in
1068) relates in his "Islendingabok," Vol. I, p. 15, that
Ssemund returned home from Valland, or the far south,
and landed in Iceland about the time when Harald IV.
met his death in England. This would have been
shortly after the year 1066; but Saemund, at that
time, could only have been ten years old, and thus
Ari manifestly confounds Harald IV. of Norway with
King Harald IV. of Denmark, who died in the year
1080, when Saemund was twenty-four year^ old and
probably about the time he was ordained priest. It
is certain, that collections of books and manuscripts
existed in Iceland already in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries.
As regards Saemund, it is generally admitted that
he was not the author of the elder Edda, considered
as a definite and planned poetical creation. But it
must be remembered, that the learned priest Saemund
also presided over a " Latin" school at the parsonage
of Oddi, and the main purpose of the instruction of
this school was that of fitting the pupils for the eccle-
siastic state. In order to impart the knowledge of
the Latin tongue that was required for the priesthood,
the teachers naturally utilized the innate taste of the
young Icelanders for poetical narrations. The teach-
ers selected and related Latin fables from the Roman
mythology, which at the same time might conveniently
serve as the basis of a superstructure of even Chris-
tian legends. Sz. claims to have proved in more than
a hundred instances, that the contents of the Eddie
lays are made up entirely of paraphrases of Roman
mythological fables ; in other words, that the Eddie
lays are simply scholastic exercises, Icelandic versions
from the Latin language made by the pupils of the
school of Oddi. The subjects treated were borrowed
from a Codex of the Vatican mythographers, and the
performances of the students faithfully rendered the
original contents of the Latin Codex with all its pe-
culiarities and in the form it was put by later Latin
mythologists.
The additional circumstance, that the different
manuscripts of the Edda frequently show equivalent
variations and readings of one and the same Latin idea
or expression, induces us to believe that there did not
exist any uniform, original Icelandic text as the basis
of the different lays, but simply a collection of slightly
different Icelandic versions of the scholastic tasks, and
that the versions had been corrected, less with regard
to their contents, than to grammar and metrical form.
In this manner a number of duplicates were produced,
and these mythical narrations, translated from the
Latin, rapidly obtained in Iceland a wide circulation,
and soon became popular.
The legacy handed down by Saemund passed into
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the hands of his grandson, the Icelandic -chief Jon
Loptsson, and from the latter into those of Snorri Stur-
Iiison. To Snorri are attributed the mythological nar-
rations of the Younger Edda. He probably only ar-
ranged the materials handed down by the school of
Oddi, by Sasmund, and by his successor ; as indeed
is found written on the heading of the Upsala Codex
of Snorri's Younger Edda. The first relatively com-
plete collection of the lays of the Older Edda is that
of the Codex regit/s, dating from the close of the thir-
teenth or the beginningof the fourteenth century.
It is not possible to state with absolute certaint}',
what ultimately became of the Latin manuscripts of
the Vatican mythographers that had been used by the
Icelandic scholars at Oddi ; but it is supposed that
this original Latin text was later sold by Icelandic
manuscript collectors to Queen Christina of Sweden
;
but the ship carrying the manuscript seems to have
only reached the island of Sandoe in the Faroe group.
Also in the Faroe Isles again we encounter the very
same Icelandic Edda-myths, although in a slightly
different form, and altered in their contents ; which,
perhaps, may have been the work of local Faroese
clergymen, who in their turn also attempted to para-
phrase the Latin text.
An interesting and important account of the origin
of these Faroese poems is found in the " Faroa Rese-
rata," by Lucas Debes, Havnise, 1673. As stated by
Svabo (died 1820), the Faroese lays were derived
from one—according to others, from iivo—heavy co-
dices, bound in leather, and written in Latin letters on
very thick paper (or rather vellum). "Latin letters"
are here regarded as identical with " Latin language,"
and to prove this the authority is invoked of both the
eminent German philologists Jacob and Wilhelm
Grimm. On the Faroe Isles each of the Latin manu-
scripts was sold for eighty crowns ; one is said to have
been carried away, while the other remained in San-
doe, but subsequently also disappeared from the island.
The great Codex had reached Sandoe with a stranded
Icelandic merchant-ship. In other words, the Faroese
account informs the world, that a large Latin manu-
script containing Roman mythological fables reached
Sandoe from Iceland by shipwreck, in which former
place it was sold for the price of eighty crowns.
Shortly before the time at which Debes wrote his
" Faroa Reserata," the learned queen Christina of
Sweden, about the year 1644, had begun with much
zeal to collect manuscripts and books of every descrip-
tion. Her library later contained no fewer than nine
hundred rare codices. At her death in i68gat Rome,
all these were acquired by Pope Alexander for the
Vatican library. Among these manuscripts we no-
tice the following :
A vellum from the tenth or eleventh century con-
taining the first of the Vatican mythologists, and the
second Vatican mythologist by a later hand
;
A vellum containing the third Vatican mythologist
from the close of the tenth or the beginning of the
eleventh century
;
Two other manuscripts of the third mythologist,
without any accompanying description. In Iceland
and in the Faroe Isles no traces have been found of
the Latin manuscripts of the Vatican mythologists
that formerly existed in those countries. They were,
probably, among other Icelandic manuscripts, sold to
the library of queen Christina of Sweden. From the
queen's collection .they finally reached the Vatican
library, where in modern times the librarian (later
cardinal) Angelo Mai found them, and made them
the basis- of his Roman edition of 1831. Bode's edi-
tion, published in 1834, also made use of codices ex-
isting in the libraries of Gottingen, Gotha, and Paris.
The sources of the Edda, accordingly, in the elev-
enth century journeyed, as it seems, from Rome to
Iceland, from Iceland in the seventeenth century to
the Faroe Isles, from thence to Sweden, and from
Sweden finally back to Rome. In Iceland and on the
Faroe Isles the Roman codices furnished the mytho-
logical substance for several poetical narrations and
paraphrases, which hitherto have indiscriminateh' been
regarded as genuine, primitive Germanic traditions ;
but they openly contradict the positive statements of
Julius Caesar, who knew the ancient Germans from
personal observation, and not merely from the reports
of others, as did the Roman historian Tacitus. "The
Germans," the Roman general tells us, " neither have
Druids, superintending public worship, nor do they sa-
crifice. They number among their gods only those
whom they see, through whose influence some tangible
profit accrues to them, such as the Sun, Vulcan ( Wcl-
/'tv/, old- high German, Wolcan'), and the moon ; of all the
others they know nothing— not even by hearsay." The
statements of Tacitus concerning other Germanic di-
vinities must be referred rather to non-Germanic tribes..
To Tacitus and to the Romans in general "Germania"
was a vague geographical expression for a country that
extended eastward to the banks of the river Vistula,
just as " Russia" to-day frequently is applied to ex-
tensive regions that are not inhabited by Slavs or
Russians."
Sz., however, ma}' be wrong in supposing that the
statements of Tacitus in regard to other Germanic
divinities perforce must be referred to other " non-
Gerniaiiic'' tribes,—unless indeed the name "Ger-
manic" is applied in a more exclusive sense, than even
warranted by modern comparative ethnology and my-
thology. In order to establish the true ethnological re-
lations between, for example, Scandinavians and Ger-
mans, it is not absolutely necessary that the theogony
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of the Germanic tribes of Caesar and of Tacitus should
have been identical with that of other Germanic tribes,
which probably at that time, under the military lea-
dership of Odin and the ^sir, were still settled in the
region between the Black Sea and the Caspian, and,
which, according to the Edda, somewhat later pushed
northward, "crossing the Vanarkoisl," that is, the
confluents of the river Don, ultimately reaching the
shores of the Baltic, and founding kingdoms in the
Danish Isles, in Sweden, and in Norway. The con-
tents of the Icelandic Eddas, in the main, may be re-
garded as the common property of the primitive Scan-
dinavian nations.
As regards the obscure history of the Eddas in
Scandinavia, in Iceland, and during the Viking period,
in the Scottish Isles, we refer the reader to Dr. Gud-
brand Vigfnsson's great work, "Corpus Poeticum
Boreale, " and to the Scandinavian mythologists of
our own time.
SENSE AND CONSCIENCE IN THE LOWER ANIMALS.
BY WHEELBARROW.
Bv reading the physiological articles in The Open
Court, I have unlearned many things that I ignorantly
used to know. Part of the science which I have un-
learned, is the conceit that man has a monopoly of
reason and conscience ; that horses, dogs, and other
animals have no mental or moral sense ; that whatever
appears rational or moral in their behavior is merely
instinct or intuition ; that they have no power to ana-
lyze or compare, and no sense of duty ; therefore,
having no capacity to violate the moral code, they are
not accountable for their actions ; and theologicall}',
not being free moral agents, they have no souls to be
saved.
I have become skeptical about the theology and
the philosophy of all that ; and I am not sure that any
theologian or philosopher knows exactly where to
draw the line between reason and instinct ; between
moral perception and animal intuition. By the new
light given me, I am able to explain to myself some
facts and theories in natural science, which formerly
appeared like problems in supernatural geometry, too
miraculous for me to comprehend. As I cannot rea-
son the subject out as a physiologist or a philosopher
might do, I modestly offer one example of animal in-
telligence, and ask the philosophers and the wise men
to explain it on the ancient theory if they can.
I don't know how it is with horses, elephants, and
other sagacious animals, but I once enjoyed the friend-
ship of a dog who possessed both mental and moral
perceptions. He had a fine intellect ; I don't mean to
say a large, Websterious mind, but strong reasoning
faculties. He could weigh right and wrong in the
scales of self-interest, and like a human being, choose
either of them by the test of his own advantage. He
would equivocate and lie, either for his friends or for
his own benefit. He knew he was a free moral agent,
owing duty and bearing responsibility. I believe also
that he had a soul, as much as I have ; because I can
see no reason why a share of the universal spirit should
be given to me and denied to him.
My acquaintance with him began at the close of the
war with Mexico, when two companies of our regiment
were sent to Fortress Monroe, to relieve the Fourth
Artillery, ordered farther south. Here I first met
"Rough and Ready." He was named after General
Taylor, but the soldiers rarely honored him with his
full name ; they simply called him "Rough," which,
considering his appearance and character, described
_
him very well. He was a dog of mean estate, and he
knew it. He had no pedigree, nor any rank in canine
society. He was merely a miscellaneous dog, without
any crest, mark, or sign of high breeding or good fam-
ily ; an ordinary claybank cur, destitute of trade, call-
ing, or profession. Under these circumstances, he
easily fell into a loose and shiftless way of life. While
I do not offer anj' justification for his low tastes and
idle habits, I might say many things in palliation of
his conduct.
In the first place. Rough and Ready had no trade,
a serious misfortune for either dogs or men ; a misfor-
tune that excuses many vicious things they do. Had
Rough been a pointer or a setter, he could have made
a genteel income in the hunting field, where sports-
men kill for pleasure what their fathers killed for food.
Had he been a mastiff, he could have made himself
more useful than a policeman, guarding his master's
premises. at night. Had he been a shepherd dog, he
could have earned an honest living taking care of
sheep. Even as a terrier, had he been born in that
station or degree, hfe could have made his board and
lodging by killing rats and vermin of that kind. Un-
fortunately, Rough, because he had no trade, erro-
neously thought himself exempt from all the duties of
this life. He therefore dropped into habits of dissi-
pation corresponding to his place among the "lower
orders " of his race. , He wasted his time in loafing
among the soldiers, whose habits, and especially their
vices, he acquired. He,even learned to chew tobacco,
but he drew the line at whisky. Rough never de-
scended to that.
I know that I am beating up against a strong cur-
rent of tradition to the effect that dog-faithfulness is a
propensity, not a principle ; merely an instinct, and
not a sentiment born of conscience. It is confidently
said that a dog cannot desert his master, because Na-
ture has made him true. I maintain that a dog is
faithful to his master from a sense of duty ; and that
where his principles are unsteady he will abandon his
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master to better his own condition. I maintain that
Rough was a deserter from the Fourth Artillery, and
that he deserted after intelligent thought and deliber-
ation. On the evidence a court martial would have
found him guilty, had he been brought to trial.
The grounds of ni)' belief are these, Rough had be-
longed to the Fourth for several months, and he en-
joyed an excellent position at Fortress Monroe. He
was lieadquarters dog, with plenty to eat and drink,
with nothing to do in a healthy climate, where the sur-
roundings were all to his taste. When the Fourth was
ordered south, he heard the soldiers talk about the
heat, the yellow fever, the flies, musquitoes, and alli-
gators, until he made up his mind to desert rather
than go. The night before the regiment went away,
Rough sneaked over to Hampton, and remained there
until he was informed that the Fourth had gone. Then
he came back, and enlisted in the Second, where he
resumed his old position as headquarters dog. All
the evidence in the case taken together convinced me
that Rough knowingly and wilfully deserted. Through-
out the whole affair, he acted entirel}' from self-interest,
just as a man of like principles would act, although
he knew the obligations he was under to the Fourth
Artillery.
Rough was sentenced to death by military author-
ity ; not for desertion, but for another offence which he
was led to commit through evil communications. His
crime and punishment illustrate again how easily good
mental abilities may be perverted to bad uses when
the moral nerve is weakened by vicious practices and
low associations. It was the habit of Rough to spend
his time at the Guard-house among the prisoners, the
most inferior portion of the garrison, whose profane
language and conversation he admired. I am aware
that Max Miiller has told us in The Open Court that
dogs do not possess the faculty of language. And no
doubt they are not able to communicate ideas accord-
ing to our forms of speech, but that they understand
what we mean if we speak to them, I have been con-
vinced by Rough more than a hundred times. He
came to the barracks for his meals, but he did not stay
long about the quarters, they were too tidy and respect-
able for him, so after yawning two or three times after
dinner to express his contempt for cleanliness and
good order, he would borrow a chew of tobacco from a
friend and then trot over to the Guard-house for more
congenial company.
Being of an observing and reflective turn of mind.
Rough became quite familiar with military dutj',
especially guard duty. It was a favorite custom with
him to make the rounds with the Relief when the
sentinels were changed. In this way he learned that
it was the duty of a sentry to walk his post, to keep
his gun in his hand, to refrain from sitting down or
lounging, and to be ever alert and vigilant. For ne-
glect of these rules he had often seen soldiers arrested
and punished, and that was the way he came to learn
the importance of the regulations. As many of the
delinquents were his intimate friends. Rough thought
he might make himself useful in helping the soldiers
to disobey orders and to defy discipline. He had
noticed that when the Officer of the day, or the "Grand
Rounds, " or perhaps the Corporal in charge of the Re-
lief, found a sentinel asleep on his post, or sitting
down, or in an}' other way neglecting his duty, the
offender would be arrested and confined in the guard-
house as a prisoner. This prej-ed upon Rough's mind
until he found a plan to stop it. The strategy adopted
by him was effective and ver}' simple too. At night,
instead of going along with the Grand Round, the Re-
lief, or whatever it was, Rough would trot on a little
bit ahead ; and when he found a- sentinel asleep, or
otherwise neglectful of his duty, he would rouse him
up and inform him that the Officer of the day was
coming.
Unluckily there was an officer at the fort who had
as much intellect as Rough, and more. He was very
strict with sentinels, and they complained that he
would sneak upon them and take them unawares.
There was truth in this, and as he was a very little
man he could easil}' creep upon them in the night
unseen. He suspected Rough and watched him. It
was the custom of Major Arnold, that was the officer's
name, whenever he was Officer of the day, to visit the
guard-house between midnight and three o'clock in
the morning. After inspecting the main guard he
would make the grand round or perhaps visit the
sentinels alone. Either way, it was all the same to
Rough ; he was always a little ahead to arouse the
sentinels and tell them the Major was at hand.
One night Major Arnold made the grand round as
his custom was ; and while the men were falling in, he
observed Rough starting off to make the grand round
a little ahead and to visit the sentinels as his custom
was also. Addressing the Sergeant of the guard, the
Major said, "Sergeant! when daylight comes, take
that dog down to the beach and shoot him. He
makes it his business to visit the sentinels at night
and warn them to look out for the officer of the day."
Thus Rough became liable to capital punishment.
In the morning, just after daylight, the sergeant
of the guard invited Rough to take a walk with him to
the seashore for the benefit of his health. Rough
eagerly accepted because he thoiight there was fun
on the programme for him. The Sergeant, knowing
Rough's familiarity with the English language, and
being anxious to save him, exhorted him with great
solemnity to prepare for the fate that awaited him.
When the Sergeant first began to load his gun, Rough,
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by capering about and barking expressed the highest
approval of the proceedings, because he thought the
Sergeant was going to fire at the canvas-back ducks
then swimming about on Chesapeake bay, but as the
exhortation proceeded, he becarhe serious and atten-
tive. The Sergeant begged Rough's pardon, as the
executioners used to do before chopping off noble-
men's heads. Loading his gun slowly, he said,
"Rough ! it isn't my fault ; I am only obeying orders ;
Major Arnold has condemned you to be shot for warn-
ing the sentinels at night. I am sorry for you, but I
must do my duty." Rough understood what the ser-
geant said ; he was only considering whether or not
the whole proceeding was a joke.
Rough had watched the loading of the gun, and had
listened to the apologies of the sergeant until con-
vinced that the affair was real, not a comedy but a
tragedy. He waited until the sergeant took out a
percussion cap, and began to fit it in its place ; then
he bounded into the air, and started at a full gallop
down the long causeway leading to the bridge. The
picket guard stationed there wanted Rough to explain
the reason of his haste, but he would not stop to par-
ley ; rushing past the guard he scampered across the
bridge, and did not stop running until he took refuge
in Muzzey's tavern on the Hampton side of the bay.
Muzzey's, being outside the jurisdiction of the
Fort, was a popular resort for soldiers when on. pass,
so Rough never lacked congenial company. Often they
would whistle him away and try to coax him home.
He would go cheerily along with them to the bridge
and even across to the picket guard house at the other
end, but beyond that he would not go. Neither bribes
nor promises could wheedle him out of his purpose ;
and from that day to this Rough has never passed
that picket line to Fort Monroe. I offer these few
facts as evidence that dogs have soul and sense as
well as men, and if this were better known, the
lower animals would be more kindly treated than they
are.
I am told that certain heathen people hold the
same opinion, for which I give them very great re-
spect. A friend of mine who had travelled round the
world, once told me how he realized the presence of
that sentiment in Japan. Walking carelessly along
one day he saw a dog across the street sitting at his
ease closely watching him, and evidently puzzled at
his queer American clothes. Not in malice but in
purely wanton sport my friend picked up a stone
and threw it at the dog. The animal never tried to
dodge the stone nor did he run away ; but a look of
astonishment overspread his countenance, and in the
play of the dog's features my friend assured me he
could see him reason thus : "I wonder what religion
that man belongs to who wantonly throws a stone at
an unoffending dog. In all my life no Buddhist man
or boy has ever thrown a stone at me."
There is much to admire in the religion and the
hope of immortality possessed by the Indian savage,
—
' who thinks, admitted to that equal sky,
His faithful dog shall bear him company."
THE OLD AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY.
When the wonderful workings of electricity were
first discovered, electricity was considered as a sub-
stance, as a kind of an ethereal fluid that permeated
bodies. And the very terms used by our scientists
to-day still show traces of this error. We now con-
ceive electricity to be a certain mode of motion rap-
idly transmitted from atom to atom, we no longer be-
lieve in a special electrical substance that flows through
bodies; and yet we retain the expression "electrical
current."
The scientists of former ages were wrong with
regard to the scientific understanding of the na-
ture of electricity ; but in spite of their errors they
formulated various laws that held good even after
the error was corrected. The idea that electricity is
a current served as a simile, which in many respects
is so appropriate that even now our professors have
to fall back on it in their explanations and probably
always will, although they have to add the special
warning not to take the simile for more than it is
worth.
Suppose that in former centuries you had come
upon two opposed views, the one of a scientist who
declared that electricity existed as a substance, and
the other of a man who maintained that electricity
could not possibly be a substance, and that it did not
exist at all. On which side would there have been
more truth ? Unquestionably on the former.'
Now the old psychology of former centuries con-
sidered the soul as consisting of a special substance,
a kind of ethereal fluid endowed with several mys-
tical qualities. Modern psychology, not unlike mod-
ern science in other fields, now comes to the conclu-
sion that there is no special soul-substance ; the soul
is but a special form of life. The old psychologists,
however, were not entirely wrong, for they committed
an error that was natural in the evolution of psycho-
logical truths. Their views were after all more cor-
rect than the views of their adversaries, who, objecting
to the existence of a soul substance, denied the ex-
istence of the soul altogether. The old psychologists
discovered some of the laws of soul-life, and also de-
rived from them certain principles which they laid
down as rules of moral conduct and which will remain
true forever.
There is a strange objection made to the new view
of modern psychology. " If the soul," it is said, " is
I
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no entity, but the form of living and feeling substance,
how can you speak of the importance of soul-life?
The declaration that the soul is not a substance is
equivalent to the statement that the soul does not
exist."
Are we to say of a flame that it does not exist be-
cause we have ceased to believe in a special fire-stuff,
the phlogisticum, which some time ago was supposed
to be a substance endowed with certain mj'sterious
qualities that manifested themselves in the phenome-
non of a flame? Is a flame not a realit}' also to us
who know that fire is a special form of motion.
The old psychologists who to-day still form the
majority and of whom many will survive for a long
time to come, look upon the new view with suspicion
and say that it is a psychology without a soul, that is
to say, without a soul consisting of soul-stuff. So the
old physicists with the same plausibility might have ob-
jected to modern physicists that according to their
conception, flames are fire without fire-stuff. And is
it not strange that the old psychologists arraign the
modern view as materialistic? Is .not rather the old
view materialistic, which conceives the spiritual as a
substance—a kind of ethereal and purified matter?
We however regard the new view as a redemption
from the cruder and materialistic conception of soul-
life.
The physicians of the soul are the ethical teachers
of mankind. The task of a Confucius, of a Buddha,
of a Christ, was the practical psychology of soul pre-
servation, and it is natural that experience should
have taught them many important truths, which, as
represented by every one of the great moral teachers,
agree among themselves almost as much as arithmetic
in English agrees with arithmetic in French and Ger-
man. There can be no doubt that in many respects
these ethical teachers, and more so their disciples,
were greatly mistaken as to the nature of the soul.
Nevertheless we inherited from them spiritual treas-
ures more valuable than material wealth. By these
spiritual treasures we mean chiefly the ethical truths
which in the change of position caused by a progress
of the science of the soul, remain intact and will find
corrections in unessential points only.
The progress of psychology however is marked by
the fact, that while the moral truths had to be looked
upon in former times as unexplainable, and thus were
supposed to be of supernatural origin, we now can
show their natural growth and base them upon a
strictly scientific foundation.
Modern psychology must recognize the truth that
it is developed from the old psychology. Although
the new view stands in one essential point in vivid
contrast with the old view, the new is the legitimate
outcome from the old, not otherwise than modern
chemistry is from the phlogisticum-conception ; and
modern psychology has accordingly the right and the.
duty to enter upon the inheritance of the spiritual treas-
ures gathered by its ancestors. . p. c.
AN AMERICAN PHILOSOPHER.*
BY MADAME CLEMENCE ROYER.
For half a century England alone has developed a school of
original philosophers, inasmuch as they alone regarded philosophy
as a synthetic epitome of human knowledge, and not merely as an
a priori system of logical princ'ples, as the Germans had done, or
like a system of beliefs in cognitions, that yet remain unattained,
as still professed in France by our University-philosophers.
English philosophy assumes the general title of natural philos-
ophy, because it excludes from the same the supernatural, and
limits itself to the consideration of the facts of nature in their gen-
eral relations or laws, and within the concatenations of their causes
and effects, at the same time refraining from stepping beyond the
limits of the known, otherwise than by way of legitimate induc-
tions, that are based upon observation of the phenomena.
Contemporaneous English philosophers are often great spe-
cialists, but they do not profess to know anything beyond their
own specialty, as is done by our own philosophers. For this
reason Tyndall, W, Thompson, Carpenter, Balfour Stewart, Bain,
Huxley, Darwm, Owen, and even Newton himself, by valid right
are entitled to rank as philosophers, just as Herbert Spencer or
Stuart Mill, because they all proceed from their common mister
—
Bacon, and have preserved his traditions, that with ourselves have
been lost or disregarded.
In France, and' in the Latin countries subject to French in-
fluence an event disastrous to the human mind has taken place
:
the separation of the human mind into two distinct domains, that
between themselves have nothing in common. This has been
called the bifurcation of the studies. Letters were assigned to the
one, and the sciences to the other side. These became like two
strange countries, that no longer speak the same language, and
can no more understand each other, whose citizens,—ever com-
pelled to behold things from opposite points of view,—cannot
avoid preferring contrary judgments, and mutually disdain each
other, because clearly petceiving that which the other side lacks,
they remain unconscious of their own particular shortcomings.
By this process the human mind has been cleft asunder into two
equally sterile halves ; and, above all, in assigning philosophy to
the domain of letters, the former forcibly has been reduced to an
empty form, that never can extricate itself from its own verbal
abstractions, ever flitting across the domain of purely formal prin-
ciples, eternally discussing the principles of a method of cognition
which it cannot apply to facts, which in reality it ignores. On the
other hand, a science that is no longer regulated by the law of
logic, which it disregards, observes without method, experiments
blindly, concludes at haphazard, and while a priori condemning
every hypothesis, itself unconsciously advances hypotheses, as
M. Jourdain in creating his prose,—and all the more absurd hypo-
theses, because destitute of the critical principles and formal rules
of Logic, indispensable to discuss their value.
Every scientist, who clings to a branch or to a twig of science,
will gnaw at the same like a caterpillar rolled up within its leaf,
until there only remains a thin skeleton ; he thus believes that he
may remain in ignorance of what his neighbors are doing with
their own tiny fragments All these men, while thus dissecting
minute facts, while weighing, measuring, experimenting at hazard
the exclusively physical activities and modalities of things, are
forced not to know anything that is not seen, heard, or weighed,
* Translated from the Revue de Belgique.
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and to measure forces, the nature of which escapes them, and
matter that they ignore even more deeply, and ultimately are com-
pelled to conclude nothing, thit cinsarve to construct a logical
system of cognition, because the ties of re;iprocil causality of all
the facts remain broken between all these sciences, that ignore
each other, and because all the hypotheses adopted by each special
category of scientists in order to explain them, among themselves
are only contradictory.
All this had been luminously demonstrated by the American,
Mr. Stallo, in his admirable book, " Concepts and Theories of
Modern Physics."
Hence results, that if a philosopher presents our scientists
with a general solution of the problems, that they have believed
to be solved, each by himself separately, while yet contradicting
each other, they send him away to carry back his metaphysics to
the philosophers, and if the philosopher bases his inductions upon
the facts of science, the philosophers in their turn send him back
to the so entist.
The English, being less narrow specialists, and who, unlike
ourselves, have not put the sciences on the one side, and logic
on the other, so that they turn their backs to each other, are
still far from having reared a pjrfect edifice of the synthetic
knowledge of the world ; above all, they are liable to reproach
for their pretention to this effect, and that not having been
able to complete it, nobody ever will complete it. Because they
have reached one or S3veral unknowns, they maintain that they
are unknowable. This is about all, that they have preserved of
French positivism, of which most of them profess to be the fol-
lowers. It would have been far better, not to preserve anything
at all, than maintain only a negation of it, which is as little proved,
as the affirmations to which it is opposed. The Americans are
bolder ; although their pupils, they outstrip their masters.
Dr. Paul Cams in a recent book on the FiinJaiiiiSntal ProUcms
assumes as evident and demonstrated several solutions of the prob-
lems, that are termed insoluole, and he ventures to maintain
against the English Agnostics, that also all the others will be solved.
This is the very thesis, that for thirty years I myself have been
defending against the French positivists In reading the book of
Dr Carus, I have felt a deep satisfaction at finding again my own
thought within another thought. Nothing brings greater relief to
the mind, in the doubts that it still may harbor, than thus meeting
with a kindred spirit, that has been evolved on another continent
at the distance of ninety degrees longitude.
Dr. P. Carus, like Spinoza, and like Haeckel, affirms the
unity of the substance of the world,
—
Monism. But, this unique
substance at the same time is matter and spirit
; or rather, it is the
common substratum of the physical activities, and of the psychic
activities. It follows, that all spirit is matter, but that recipro-
cally all matter is spirit, and that all the elementary and individual-
ized portion of the cosmic substance is endowed with intellectual
virtualities, and that at the same time it is -vill and force. By
this side only the system of Mr. Carus is akin to that of Schopen-
hauer, but he deducts from it entirely opposite consequences.
To him, accordingly, all substance is living, all nature is animated.
Each organ'c individual is a momentary federation of eternal ex-
istences. There is never any creation or destruction ; but under
the appearance of birth or of death a perpetual series of changes.
All this in another form, more precise and concrete, I have
been repeating for thirty years in speech and through the pen.
All this I taught for the first time in Switzerland in i859-'6o,
and it has been recapitulated in my volume " Lc Bien el La Loi
Morale," published in 1881 (Paris; Guillaumin).
I cease to agree with Dr. Carus, where he attempts to recon-
cile the synthetic view of the world with a remnant of Christian
religiosity; for he persists in calling himself Christian. For the
rest, he is Christian to a very exiguous extent ; because it is easily
seen, that while he is attached to ,tbe word, he is by no int ans so
to the thing itself. He affirms God, but he defines him as the
formal law that rules the world.
There is a certain amount of concession, in thus expressing by
an ancient word an idea, that is not only different, but quite con-
trary to that, which it evokes in all minds. For four thousand
years, the equivalent of the word God in all languages, both in
singular and plural, has designated a person, an individualized
will, guided by ends. To deprive it of this sense, in order to give
it that of law, namely, of an impersonal abstraction, of a simple
relation of necessity, is to lack a certain philosophical boldness
-
and further more,—is to create a source of unavoidable equivoca-
tions, because in order to understand the word God in this sense,
one must begin by giving its appropriate definition.
The author himself, who does not believe either in the incar-
nation or resurrection of Jesus, still less in his divinity, because he
denies a priori every miracle, yet withal persists in calling himself
Christian. Why ? By what right ? Simply on the pretext, that
he legitimately rejects, as insufficient the principles of the utili-
tarianism of Bentham, and inclines toward the mystical ethics of
Tolstoi, that forbid all egotism, even if it does not hurt anyone.
This is to be thrown from one excess into the opposite excess.
Because the criticism of this morality, and of its practical impossi-
bilities would lead me too far, I presume to refer the reader to my
work "La loi morale" in which beforehand I have replied to Dr.
Carus, and have shown, that nature from the outset in constitut-
ing every being the guardian of bis own happiness, therewith has
adapted the surest and shortest means to realize the sum total of
possible happiness for all, that makes up the finality of the world,
and the aim of moral law.
THE ETHICS OF THE NEW POSITIVISM.*
A LETTER TO THE " REVUE DE BELGIQUE" IN REPLY TO THE ARTICLE ' UN
PHILOSOPHE AMERICAIN ' BY CLEMENCE ROVER.
The Revue tie Belgiqiie contains in its April number an article
on my book " Fundamental Problems, the Method of Philosophy
as a Systematic Arrangement of Knowledge." I am glad to learn
that the author of the article is in sympathy with my opposition to
the philosophy of agnosticism which is represented in France by the
positivist school, and in Germany by Du Boys Reymond's " igno-
rabimus." My plan has been to establish a true positivism, the
data of which are the facts of reality ; Knowledge is the represen-
tation of facts in living beings, and the purpose of Knowledge is
again its application to facts.
M. Comte is mistaken when he declares that we know neither
the first nor the final causes, but only the middle between them.
The real world exhibits no such difference in causality. There is
but one kind of causes, and this contains the whole of causation.
There is but one kind of facts in the world, such as are real facts ;
and all these facts are representable— also those which we do not
as yet know of, those of which our philosophy does not as yet
dream. All facts—theoretically considered—can become objects
of experience, even those for the perception of which our senses
are too blunt, because means can be, and have been, invented for
rendering them indirectly observable. Such is the unity of the
Cosmos, and the interconnection of all its parts that every thing
has its effects upon every thing ; so that for instance, if we possess
no organ for perceiving the chemical rays of light, we can invent
a sensitive plate on which the effects of the chemical rays are ob-
servable.
So far your correspondent agrees with me. And I trust that
this kind of positivism is the only sound philosophy
; it will soon
be the philosophy of the future. But Mme. Clemence Royer makes
objections to my position in Ethics. She says :
" I cease to agree with Dr. Carus where he attempts to recon-
* This letter appeared in the " Revue de Belgique," June 15, i8go.
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cile this synthetic view of the world with a remnant of Christian
religiosity ; for he persists in calling himself Christian."
Mme. Royer is mistaken in this. I do nol persist in calling
myself Christian, although to a great extent I gladly accept Christ's
ethics. I am in accord with the modern view of psychology,
which is so admirably presented in M. Th. Ribot's books on the
subject. There is no metaphysical soul-substance, there is no
'
' ego " ( " mois ") hidden within or behind our thoughts which does
the thinking. But our thoughts, physiologically represented in
the activities of certain brain structures, are the elements of our
soul. The abandonment of the " ego " is an intellectual act. Yet
it is at the same time a moral act, and the ethical rules that can be
derived from it have been taught by all the great moral teachers of
the world, Confucius, Buddha, and Christ. If you choose to call
this my attitude Christian, I am a Christian. But you might just
as well call me a Buddhist, or an adherent of Confucius.
Mme. Royer is mistaken if she calls my ethics altruism. It
is neither altruism nor egotism ; it is both. The fundamental
principle of ethics, as I conceive it, is the regulation of man's ac-
tions'in accordance with the facts of nature
;
yet in the term " na-
ture " I include the laws that shape human society.
The individual must give up the superstition that it is an iso-
lated ego risen into existence out of nothing and sinking again into
nothingness. It is a part of the great interconnected whole. The
soul-life of an individual is the continuation of the soul-life of
past generations, and it will continue to exist in the generations
to come. A man when regulating his actions does not consider
the present moment alone, but thinks years ahead, although the
material atoms that do the thinking and acting at present will quit
his body in a few days. Similarly the single individual must not
be swayed by the fleeting moment only, nor by the short span of
his own life, but must take into consideration the entire evolution
of soul-life so far as he can penetrate into the future. He must re-
nounce his egotism, not for altruism, but for a higher view which
considers our soul-life in its relations with all soul-life, and our
existence in its connection with the universe.
Concerning the God-idea, Mme. Royer maintains that God
always meant a person ; therefore, she concludes, that my defini-
tion of God is not tenable. Perhaps she is right. If theism is iden-
tical with supernaturalisra, I must beg to be classed among the
atheists. Yet I maintain that the idea of God admits of a purifi-
cation so as to free it from supernaturalisra. I understand by
God no person, and no extramundane creator, but the cosmical
order that makes this wonderful world possible. God is the im-
manent and omnipotent power of the universe to which we have
to conform, and it is a gross superstition to call him a person, for
like the law of a country which is no person, but superior to per-
sons, even to kings and to so-called sovereigns, God is super-
personal.
Whether it is justifiable to purify the God-idea in this way, I
shall not decide, but I believe that the purification of religious
ideas is just as much admissible as the purification of scientific
ideas. Is not the idea of electricity radically changed, since the
Greek sage considered it as an exclusive quality of amber ? And
is not the change in the conception of fire within the last century
much greater than the change of meaning in the God-idea ? 'We
no longer believe that a f!ame consists of fire stuff or "phlogisli-
cum," but we now know it is a special mode of motion
; and yet
we have not discarded the word fire, although we have entirely
given up its old definition. We have abandoned our erroneous
notion and have adapted our concepts to a more correct represen-
tation of facts. I see no reason why we should not do the same
with our religious views, especially with the central idea of re-
ligious thought, the idea of God. Paul C.^rus.
CURRENT TOPICS
An army composed entirely of officers is a sight wonh seeing,
and >et such an army marched through the streets of Milwaukee a
week ago. Those gorgeous legions were the Knights of Pythias,
and every man in the ranks had obtained the honors of knighthi od
at a price ridiculously cheap, considering the aristocratic nature
of the title. The cost of this nobility is a trivial matter of twenty
dollars a head. For this insignificant sum every man had won the
title of " Sir Knight" and the right to wear a sword, also the priv-
ilege of tramping through the dusty streets wearing a helmet and
a plume. These Knights of Pythias marched with military step to
the strains of martial music that made their pulses throb with
heroic bravery, while the most pleasing feature of the perform-
ance was its Pickwickian meaning. Those twenty thousand valiant
knights had no intention to fight anybody, and were only " playing
soldier." Happy is the land where soldiering is nothing but harm-
less vanity and play.
* *
We Americans are a people of aristocratic tastes, and like the
proverbial Englishmen, we "love a Lord." Although we have
repudiated all titles of nobility as the relics of a barbarous age, to
sirong is the taint of heredity within us that unless we can be
" Knights" of something or other, we are not entirely happy. If
we cannot be Knights of Pythias, Knights of Malta, Knight Tem-
plars, or hold rank in any of the higher grades of nobility, we can
at least be Knights of Labor, but knights of some kind we must
be. This vanity for titles has become so prevalent among us that
we are afraid to write a letter to a man lest we fail to address him
by the title which his neighbors give him. We wish to obey the
rules of etiquette, and we try to select the proper distinction from
" Hon.," "Esq.," "Mr.," and a hundred others. We all agree
that it would be more consistent with American dignity, and more
in accordance with the genius of our political system to abandon
the use of titles altogether, but none of us has courage enough to
begin the reform.
^ X-
The Knight Templars constitute another order of nobility.
These are the descendants of the Red Cross Knights, famous in the
wars of the crusades. Their mission is to rescue the Holy Se-
pulchre from the hands of the Saracens, but when they will start
for Palestine on the next crusade is known only to members of the
order. These Red Cross Knights do not wear coats of mail as the
old knights did, but coats made of innocent broadcloth, and as the
ancient helmet and visor would be rather inconvenient, they wear
a black chapeau instead, on which is mounted the white plume of
King Henry of Navarre. They wear gauntlets, not of steel, but
of soft leather, on which the fed cross is embroidered by the hand
of some " ladye faire," and they make a very picturesque appear-
ance on parade. They are not fierce fellows like Hugh de Bracy,
or Brian de Bois Guilbert, and should they happen to meet the
noble order of " Saracens," they would give them kindly greeting,
instead of blowing into their ears with a brass trumpet an uncivil
challenge to fight. The two orders might compete with each other
in acts of mutual kindness, they might contend in drill, or some-
thing of that kind, but there would be no blood shed, except the
blood of the grape, wherein they would pledge to one another
friendship and good will.
The Knights of Pythias and the others, are a great improve-
ment on the Knights of the olden time. These Knights of the Red
plume and the White, are mostly respectab'e men, which the an-
cient Knights were not. The new Knight earns his own living by
honest industry, as the old Knight never did. To work for a living
in the days of chivalry was not a "Knightly" thing to do. The
man who did it was a " Churl," a " 'Villein," and no true Knight.
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In the ranks of the old crusaders there were Knights of a hundred
styles, but never a Knight of Labor. In the code of Knighthood,
work was ignoble, dishonorable, and mean. The American Red
Cross Knight is a man of peace ; be. has no intention of marching
to Palestine to fight the " Paynim," even if he knows what a Pay-
nim is, which probably he does not. The ancient Templar was a
man of strife, who invaded the domain of peaceful people and
plundered thetn, unless he got the worst of it himself, which he
very often did. He lastei for about three hundred years, making
himself a very disagreeable nuisance nearly all the time. To tell
the honest truth, he had to be suppressed by law like the tramp.
When he finally dropped out of politics and disappeared, nobody
regretted him.
*
* *
The amateur army of Knights of Pythias which assembled in
Milwaukie to play soldier, is drilled and organized at its own ex-
pense ; it costs the government nothing, and yet the nation could
rely upon it with absolute certainty in time of public danger.
Should the country call, those " carpet knights " would nearly all
respond. They would carry a knapsack and forty rounds on a
genuine campaign, tramp, tramp, tramp, as cheerily as they marched
with holiday step through the city of Milwaukee. They would
play their parts in real battle as readily as they played at mimic
war. They are bigger, better, hands )mer, and braver men than
the Red Cross Knights of old. You might safely bet a " coat of
mail " that those red plumed boys in broadcloth, should they meet
an equal number of the ancient Knights in actual battle would whip
them eas'ly, armor or no arm^r, because they have more sense,
character, and conscience to the squad than the old Knights ever
had. M. M. Trumbull.
CORRESPONDENCE.
A WORD OF EXPERIENCE.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—
As A PREACHER of progressive views, the writer, a few years
ago, commenced illustrating "False and True Universal Science,
History, Thought, and Religion," on about 10,000 square feet of
oil canvas, <vith the main object, "Conciliation of Bible and
Science," in view. The scientific pressure soon substituted the
word Religion in place of that of the "Bible. " My first converting
premise was the fact, that the Bible does not, nor could not, teach
anything not taught in surrounding nature, and hence must stand
on its own merits as all other books. This conclusion revealed a
new world to me and that I had been in gross darkness, but not
the grossest ; for I have been an original peculiar Unitarian for
yeats and have not held to the literal interpretation of the Bible.
My peculiar views have long been watched in half suspicion by my
pastorates
;
yet I have been very daring in educating my people
to a change of some kind that has been making intuitive impres-
sions. The exact nature of the change developed in my mind a
work somewhat analogous to that of Tlit Open Court, only under
different methods.
I am very grateful for the labors of Tlie Open Court, the first
clear light that has dawned in close affinity with my work.
The problem, as to the scientific basis of the ' ought ' of ethics,
is my special solution. That it rests on ' the immutable nature of
things,' is certain ; and that 'natural law is in the spiritual world,'
is truly a like conclusion. What I am trying to do is to construct
this fact of the eternity of law into a new science about another
fact
;
viz., that all things move in mission cycles of analogous
stages and laws, and so on in successive cycles of progression
through all eternity. When this is once established, as I have
reasons to believe, it can be, then the basis of the 'ought' is laid,
save in detail-requirements that can -be established only by ex-
perience and irrefutable proof as it now seems. There are but few
thin.gs that lie near the border-line between the ' ought ' and the
'ought not,' upon which enlightened people would disagree. Per-
fect conduct can be brought about only by experience and en-
lightenment ; and hence the specific requirements of the ' ought
'
will have to become a natural part of every one's nature ; up to that
time other means of peace and control will have to be used the best
possible.
May The Open Court be of great service in all true results. I
shall be happy to labor for it in all my lecture courses.
Silas A. Wurtz.
BOOK REVIE'WS.
EiN Collegium Logicum im XVI. Jahrhundert. Excerpts
from a Manuscript in the Library of the University of Tii-
bingen. Communicated by Dr. Christoph Sigwart, Tiibingen :
Laup.
[Printed as appendix to the official Vcrzeichniss der D,'ctoren,
the recipients of academical honors in the philosophical faculty of
the University of Tubingen from 1889-1890]
Among the manuscripts possessed by the University of Tii-
bingen there is a well-preserved copy of lectures upon the first
part of the "Analytics of Aristotle," delivered between November
1565 and November 1567, by Jacob Schegk, Professor of philoso-
phy and medicine at the above-mentioned university. Strictly
speaking, there is no lack of well-preserved academical lectures
from even an earlier date than this Tiibingen manuscript, but irre-
spective of its scientific contents this manuscript would seem to
possess an exceptional interest of its own. Unlike most other
manuscript copies of academical lectures, it presents a vivid, re-
alistic picture of ihe pedagogic methods of the time, of the quaint
mannerism and rude academical sallies—although innocent of the
faintest sprinkling of "attic salt " of the conventional oral delivery,
and of the very corporal attitude and " pose" of the Professor be-
fore the group of students within the academical " auditorium."
Professor Jacob Schegk's lectures upon the Organoii in the
present manuscript have been written from dictation with the
most painstaking accuracy by his pupil Martin Kruse, who him-
self at a later day became a distinguished Professor of Greek at
the same university. The pupil has faithfully and literally jotted
down even the Professor's incidental remarks, that have no direct
bearing upon the subjects, such as " lapsa est hora," "eras ab-
solvemus," or, at the beginning of a lecture, " paulo serins veni !"
At one time the Professor has become entangled in his dialectics,
and is reported as uttering ; ' ' eras einendabo, Ich hab mich selbst
geirrt da ;" at another time, by way of summary explanation, he
indulges in the peevish remark : ' ' JVon potui pneterire hac hactenus,
etianisi iaiu non potiiistis omnia forte intelligere: tamen cum acceperitis
ntea cominentaria, intetiigetis ; Ich kans nit viit eim trcechter eingies-
seii .' The injunctions: " Scribite, pergite scribendo dictabo," re-
peatedly occur through the whole series of lectures. As regards
the plan and time of the lectures, the latter were intended to be
delivered on four days in the week, but there occurred the frequent
interruptions of saints's days and of pariodical long holidays, that
caused the Professor to break off with a " post ferias weitter."
The Professor concludes the first part of his lectures in the
following hopeful strain : " To-morrow we shall begin the second
part of the 'analytica.' I shall dictate only what is absolutely
necessary. Buy therefore the commentary to the same, that is
printed at Tiibingen. Spciret das go:!! ein wirnig, and do you buy
that book,
—
et emite il/um libruni."
